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4. 1. 1 

INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS (DEVSIS) 
(R.T. de Mautort) 

I rmJSt admit to a considerable amount of trepidation having been 
called upon to represent IDRC at this gathering of learned and ex-
perienced information specialists, and to talk about DEVSIS. 
Having barely been with IDRC for more than a hectic week of moving 
from Vienna to Paris, and having hardly wonied,about DEVSIS since a 
meeting in Ottawa in 1974, where I represented UNI00 during a dis-
russion of the very mncept. 
I llRJSt apologize on behalf of IDRC that they could not assure a re-
presentation of someone more central to ongoing DEVSIS developnents. 
Fortunately, some written material has been forthcoming. Whatever 
could be said on the current state of DEVSIS affairs is contained 
in a paper by Catherine Shearer, the DEVSIS project manager, that 
has been distrituted to you. 
Other relevant material is available (and I have written it all on 
a chart): 
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IDRC 156e 
International OX>perative Information Systems 
Proc. Seninar Vienna , July 1979 
IDRC 065e 
DEVSIS: Preliminary Design of an International 
Information System for the Developnent Sciences 
IDRC TS 43e 
International Socioeconanic Information 
Systems. An Evaluative Study of DEVSIS-Type 
Programs 
ST/FCA/PADIS DEV/81.4 
DEVINDEX AFRICA 1981 
IDRC 180e 
PROJECl'S 1970-1981 
PADIS/80/6/Rev. 
PADIS. Pan African Documentation and 
Information System 
IDRC TS 40e 
Manual for Preparation of Records in De-
velopnent Information Systems 
Gisele lbrin Labatut 
Information Exchange in North-SOUth Cl:>ntext 
Cl:>operation rather than new Markets? 
John E. Woolston 
DEVSIS-Type Systesm and Activities 
Catherine Shearer, DEVSIS Project Manager 

Global African and Nigerian Efforts 
·to Develop Information Systems for Socio-
economic Developnent 
Wilson Aiyepeku, Program Adviser 

After these bibliographic references, I ask you to allow me to 
say a few words about IDRC, and I shall then also say something 
about myself and my credentials for being hired by IDRC in the 
first place after retirement from the UN, and for being heard by 
a group of such a librarian standing. 
IDRC, in the words of the President, was created in 1970 by the 
Parliament of Canada in response to the realization that consi-
derable developnental research was needed in the developing coun-
tries, if developing countries were to gain the competence to fix 
their own goals and to solve their own problems. 'Die centre is, 
unlike any other organization; it continues to be funded entirely 
by the Parliament of Canada. Yet, it is not in any sense part of 
the Parliament of canada. Its policies are set by a board of gover-
nors; canposed of both Canadians and Non-Canadians; 10 of the 21 
members are-drawn from outside Canada, 6 of_ them from developing 
countries. Ard there is a member of that board in France, a profes-
sor, of law, \otlo is going to breach down my neck in Paris. 
IDRC is distinct not only in what it is bit also how it goes about 
its task. Its concern is not simply to offer research support to 
the developing countries, bit to do so in ways that increase the 
competence of researchers in those countries. We do this by spen-
ding our funds in large measure to the developing regions themsel-
ves. a.it in canada we finance research programs llltlich, in most in-
stances, are chosen by scientists from those regions, and operated 
by them. IDRC does not itself conduct research, rather it assists 
in the identification process, in the trace and refinement of metho-
dology, in the monitoring of progress and in the evaluation of re-
sults. 
The research project and programs are of very practical applied 
nature, focussiiig primarily on the rural poor. We encourage acti-
vities in the fields of agriculture and health sciences, we assist 
the interdisciplinary refinement and application of new technology, 
we often help isolated scientists without access to the materials 
of their colleagues through the creation of infoanation systems fo~· 
basic developnent data and throuqt the dissemination of bibiogra-
phic and other materials, many of them prepared within the centre. 
In short, IDRC is international both in scope and in structure, and 
most important far our presence here, IDRC isd!arged by a statute 
not only with the task of fostering research, tut as well with the 
task of fostering the mechanism for the dissemination of informa-
tion. 'Ihat is, assisting in the distritution of existinq knowledge. 
The angle under which IDRC has approached its mission towards in-
formation has been in t1olO directions: 
1) Assisting the world community in the developing linkages - data 

bank-interconnections, developing in particular MINISIS and be-
ing central to the developnent of AGRIS and tEVSIS. 

2) Taking a practical view of the information-function by develop-
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ing in particular in Southeast Asia, in Singabpore, an institu-
tion called TEOlflDNET - a network of industrial information and 
extension services to small arrl medium industry in every country 
of Southeast Asia. 'lhis system has terminal access to sources of 
infonnation throughout the world, but particularly in Canada. 

Wherever IDRC....staff-members travel, and that applies to me here, we 
are scoutirg for projects that fit in the' spirit that I spoke of, 
and we try to firrl finances for it. 
As to your humble servant, I have had associations with the world 
of libraries by virtue essentially of their administrative inser-
tion in the various enterprises I have been associated.; "'1th. I was 
close to the Central Library of the French Atomic Energy of Saclay. 
Referring to the discussion we had yesterday, there you have a centre 
with several thousand people, consisting of physicists, chemists, 
medical doctors interested in the radiation aspects of life. 'Ibey 
all are being fed by a central library that wder the head-libra-
rian, at least during my time, there was an array of specialists 
working in the premises of the library, who were medical doctors, 
physisists, chemists - tut their job was to keep constant eye on 
the research-41110rk being done in the various departments and extrac-
tirg from the inooming material and from the holdings of the libra-
ry relevant material for SDI-service and concrete spoon-feeding of 
information to their colleagues. 'lhe structure was spoon-feedirg 
from the library by specialists of various fields, controlled by the 
head-librarian. 
I have also been close to the library of the International Atomic 
Energy Agency in Vienna back in 1958 and the following.year~ as an 
in1nediate colleague in the same division tX> the head-librarian. 
'lhere the procedure was (Jlite different. 'lhe library staff was 
strictly doing its librarian work, and in the various units of the 
Agency, documentation was a self-service function. But a self-ser-
vice function by individual professionals that somehow, 
in the various divisions, without concertations turned to 
be really the function of a senior secretary, who had pas-
sed the stage in age and dignity where she would touch a 
typewriter. So, she would be a doeumentalist. And you see that phe-
nomenon happening in various big institutions. Perhaps by a lack of 
user education with the professionals or perhaps some intellectual 
lazyness. 
In an executive capacity I have been responsible in the early 60s for 
ttelibrary of the OECl>/Qiropean tb::lear a-iergy Agency which was in-
serted in the administrative and external relation service. In the 
later 60s I was responsible for the central library of OEC>, 1'tlich 
was part of mY external relations division. A phenomenon you find 
in various institutions: some executives with those administrative 
external relation capacity who happen to acquire some librarian "Ge-
sp.ir" (flair for) by mere administrative vicinity of supervisory re-
sponsibility. Something happened in the early 70s in Vienna at UNillO: 
Togehter with the Atomic Energy k:ency and certain other UN uni ts 
the decision was made tX> establish a central library in the area of 
conmon services. And this is how they have sla~ together an Atomic 
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Energy Library, an industrial library, a social services library -
it is, from the point of view of subject coverage, an immense and to-
tal thing; they are providing the whole houses with the classical 
services of accession lists, photocopies of the oontents of incoming 
material, etc., and they are trying very hard to add an active feed-
back and interchange with the readers, they use auestionnaires etc. 

That falls into my remark of yesterday: "Some eager beavers never 
have enough, and all the others always get too much". Since the lib-
rary of UNIDO went its own way I have remained for ten years the 
head of UNIOO's industrial information section. I finished up as dir-
ector of public infonnation services for Austria and the Federal Re-
public of Germany. 
a.it before going back tX> my subject there (and I had hoped very nuch 
that board would slowly be filled, so I \oiD\lld know exactly 1'tlat to 
say), I will tum to a tx>ard which I filled myself which refers to my 
specific experience and whidl may have a bearing on the ooncems of 

· the participants here: 

Knowledge 

R.o.-nx. 

'.I Data 

IND----+---

\ 
INI'IB 

Ik>c. 
Terminals 

S.T.I. 

FID/II - UNIOO 
INI'I 

R.D. 

Iqnorance? 

\ 
Nat.Ind. 
Inf .Centre 

Research and Development (R.D. I generates documents (Doc. I and data 
in quantities and some hidden knowledge that (short of brain-washing 
or safe<racking) one never gets at. 'lbat is totally out of anyone's 
reach. 'lhose documents and data flow through scientific and techno-
logical information flows (S.T.I.I from the libraries, counters, data-
banks to dOCl.Ullel'ltation<entres• terminals and recipient institutions -
the world of ignorance and question-narks. 'lbcse who engage in re-
search and development are totally satisfied with all those documents 
and data; they relish those bibliographic printouts and those docu-
ments that may possibly come along with them. And it is important 
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for everyone who does a research on a mini-point to know what has 
been done on this subject between Ulan Bator and Asun7ion ~s a base 
for his further efforts. 'Ille scientific and tecnnological informa-
tion flows have been institutionally the worry of the non-91?vernmen-
tal FID and UNESOO with its UNISISf program. 'llley have considerably 
served the dissemination of information throughout the world and 
lent a higher dignity to the profession ~f l~brarian,and the.more 
computerized the librarian, the greater is his grade of dignity. 
'Ille world of industry, I \oOUld say, differs. axicerning knowledge 
in industry, you have a segmert of it which ~erates documents ard 
data and much of that gets into the STI. "nus fr~ flow of docu-
ment~ and data ex>nsisting of industrial knowledge is important,_b..lt 
by far not the essential. You have a sector of knowl~~ proprietary 
knowledge, in industry where this is fed into and which is to~ally 
unaccessible unless you use undecent mearu:i. Devel~pin;J. countries 
seem to believe that sector of preserved information,s~ly ~ 
it doesn't flow around, fills the horizon. ~ role of in~ernational 
organizations, the role of developnent ~om:>t~on centres lS to per-
suade developing countries, that thiil sector is not as big as you 
think, and in the intermediary world between this free-flowi':"" in-
formation and that hidden knowledge, you have.a world of available 
knowledge Viich is perfectly fit for dleap, direct access on excel-
lent terms. . ~ 
Now, you have a matching situation in the world of igno:ance. ou 
have a limited sector of industry that is able to identify its prob-
lans and to express it in the form: If I get these data and docu-
ments my problem is solved. 'lllat is the more sophisticated sector 
of industry with information-qate people toho can identify problans 
and find those documents they belive they need. But that is only. a 
limited segment. '1he less developed the c~t~es, the fewer engin-
eers the fewer there are people W"lo can identify problems and trans-
late' it into the request for documents. 'lben you have a sector of 
total refuse of information and absolute blodt-head neglect of ~y 
cooperation. Ard you find that everywhere. 'lbe role o~ our organi-
zation is to try to reduce this hard-core of willful i.gnorance.~t 
between these two extremes you have·a magma of unformulated require-
ments and problems that are to be solved. It will not.be solved by 
a slow progress and extension of that sector that thr~ves on docu-
ments and data. It is absolutely necessary to set up in devel~ping 
countries national industrial information centres W"lose role is to 
have access to the terminals and the documents. '!hey can translate 
some of this into the request for documents and data. '!hey are tt:ie 
best customers of those documentation centres, b..lt their ~trial 
information officers are people with industrial and ecc;>OO"'ic ex- . 
perience with a slight ~ing ~ ~ation technique; D;it their 
tunction as information officers is essentially that of connaiseurs 
of industry by sector and its economic and financi'.ll ~oblans •. 
Who else is informing industry? You have a CQlll!le:CJ.al infm:mation 
flow. 'lllose who produce capital goods in developing coun~nes fll:IP-
ply as much information it takes to persuade someone to inv~st in 
these product-services or -goods and they transfer as nu::h inf orma-
tion as in their ex>ntracts for transfer of technology; they have 
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cornnitted themselves to them, tut not more; they don't pretend to 
facilitate an appropriate choice between available technologies.'lllis 
is the role of another cirruit, and I w:>uld call it, by difference 
with the scientific and tedlnological information flow, the industri-
al and technological information flow. 'lllis requires a central inter-
national structure - one, or more. In UNIOO it is INI'IB (Industrial 
Technological Information Bank I the function of which is to explore 
for the benefit of developin;i o:>untries through those national infor-
mation centres this vast area of run-out patterns of engineers reti-
red, who are quite ready to offer directly their services to settle 
a new technology motion and to answer inquiries. 
I now want to talk about the international cooperation in information, 
of which DEVSIS is a part. In the late 60s and early 70s· there was a 
general vision in the UN system that a brave new world was on the 
threshold to happily exchan;ie information about everythin;i, and the 
only problem was to get organized. John Woolston, at that time, was 
the head of the information services of the Atomic El'lergy ilgency. 
'Ihere you had a superb model situation ...tiich, unfortunat·~ly, <X>Uld 
not be found until today· anywhere. 'lhe political situation: in every 
country there was some kind of atomic energy program, there was a 
national authority which decided once and for all that this document 
was classified and the other was free for circulation. 'lllis being 
said, everything that's military classified etc. is completely out 
of sight, and the problem was, what to do with the other things. In 
those years informatics were at their very start, and so was the 
field of Nuclear Energy ilgency. 1here was not a formular b..lt b..lilt-
out of documentation through many, many years before informatization 
evinzed. So, this was a perfect case where one could practically 
start with comp.lterized information at the same time as the start 
of that new science and technology. An:i then there was a political 
will of the Soviet Union and the lbited States of l\merica that they 
were extremely curious to look at what the other side was producing· 
and if it was not secret they could do so. Qi that basis INIS was ' 
started and it turned out to be a success. '1he ~oducer and consumer 
cormrunity of nuclear energy literature is extremely homogenous. No 
centre looks different from that run at Karlsruhe or anywhere in the 
world. People who work in these institutions are very much the same 
type of people. 
After the success of INIS one asked Viy not go to agriculture? Cer-
tainly the ministers of agriculture in all countries happen to have 
an important role and they had access to all the documents relevant. 
AGRIS was the second cooperative information system that came into 
bein;i and which, too, is a success. '!here, the difficulties ly in the 
mass of agricultural.orientated literature produced in the world 
which cannot be compared to the amount of literature on nuclear :iner-
gy. But it serves its purpose ani is a success in which IDRC has been 
markedly involved. 
AGRIS as well as INIS are based on the computers in Vienna in the 
hands of the Atomic Energy Agency. As a neighbour of it in Vienna 
lJNIDO said, why don'.t we make an INDIS (Industrial Developnent In-
formation System)? 1here we've got to do somethirg quite different. 
Industry in the Western countries at least is not something that a 
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government has its hands on. Not at all to the extent that. appli«:s 

· ltu u.-h of the knowledge and know-how even written in'1!o to agricu re • ....._ . fl s documents and data is not somethirg one would wish to ow on a i;>t"es -
button basis. 'lbere was no enthusiasm c:'n the part of any of th«: in-
citstrialized oountries t0 feed industrial data into a system like 
that 'Ihat is why INDIS turned out to be much more modestly md p.it 
uP a

0

set of abstracts. Up to now there are some 15.000 items. All 
this package of UNIIX> abstracts is published in a p.irple book md 
has been integrated in the IDRC-operated bibliographical data bank 
am included in the MINISIS bibliographic pack~. . ph' 
My experience with UNIIX> is some amount of classical bibliogra . ic 
services md an intense insistence on that last segment of the in-
formation flow l!hich goes not to an undetermined user group but to 
the very end-user who has decisions to make, and who wants pre-
cooked elements for decision-neking rather than tons of paper• 
'lbe DEVSIS proposition came after the success of AGRIS ~ without 
thinking much of INDIS development as a genuine proposition. It was 
thought that the international coomunity would be ready now to take 
over since developnent was a thirg which was thou¢1t in need of a 
new cooperative information system. n.Jring all those years ~e 
have been efforts in the UN system to make it adopted as a pro)eCt 
starting at the top and going down to the bottom. 
In those years money suddenly became short md perhaps the politi-
cal will was not there, and the minus~ in bJdgets may have 
added to the problem. 
'lbere was another idea of establishing a world-wide network for 
scientific and technological information. 'Ibis idea ~ been worked 
on in the early 70s and brought to the.floor at the Vienna i:x>nferen-
ce on science and technology for developnent in 1979 'iohere it was re-
garded the only outcome of this maxi-<enference. ~ idea was to 
establish a GIN (General Information Network). ~s was a vague oon-
cept but had a vision of satellites everywhere, terminals and data-
banks everywhere, and a fabulous exchange of all manner of informa-
tion at low cost practically to any--0ne ~~out the world. 'lbe 
argument was, since we are working on thl.S idea of GIN, wh~ worry 
about a sector of things like DEVSIS? So GIN became ~ ob?ect of 
inter-agency meetings and all sorts of people are. wriU.ng interest-
irg papers. 'lbere was one interesting p:oposal ~itten by a.profes-
sor in information-sciences, Prof. Slamnecka, 'illich was seriously 
disOJssed. His vision was a central console sollle\lihere in the world! 
l!here everyone with a problem , be it metaph¥5ical, technical, s~io
logical etc. would telex not a request for literature on the sub)eCt 
b.lt for the telephone- or telex-number of the '!8n/wom;;in "*to ia:iows· 
It was a sort of maxi-reference system. 'lbere l.S one international 
information system that is of that nature, and that ~ INFETERA. It 
is a UNIP ins ti tut ion, 'iohich propose not to neke avaliable Mr· . or 
Mrs. x, 'ioho wrote a paper back in 1956 on something that occupied 
his mind at that time for three months, b..tt Mr. or Mrs. Y who is 
living right now and has a phone-number and is compe~ent on this 
subject. 'Ibis has been perceived to be a danger to bibliographic 
data-banks in a period of increased illiteracy in particular amorg 
the cultured classes. 
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In this respect I can refer to more modest enterprises so as to draw 
up guides to sources of information. Many people have been doing 
that. My previous institution and myself have been drawing up from 
every sector of industry guides to information sources that are very 
much appreciated. 
B.Jt what happened to the bright idea of a centralized DEVSIS? Since 
it did not oome in through the front door it has been tried through 
many kitchen-<'loors. The paper by Mrs. Shearer ¢ves a listing of DEV-
SIS related enterprises. There has been a DEVINDEX Canada in 1975/76 
W'lich represented an effort to retrieve every piece of literature re-
levant to developnent sciences qenerallv in Canada. b.tt also of coun-
tries who kindly contrib.tted - the Federal Rep.iblic of Germany was 
one of these. 'lbe DEVINDEX Canada has been widely disseminated and 
shown to everyone that it was a practical am useful thing. 
India developed its own DEVINDEX India in 1981, and also in Austra-
lia a respective DEVINDEX is in preparation. 
'lbere have been DEVSIS-type operations on which IDRC had sane influ-
ence or gave some money. In 'l\mesia there is a national DEVSIS ope-
ration 'iohich is computerized, and in 'Ihailarrl, Pakistan and the Phil-
ippines there is one manual. 
I should also like to draw your attention tx> a relevant place -
IBISOJS in France. We have been doing that without specific refer-
ence to DEVSIS. B.Jt the idea is spreading. And it is not excluded 
that when many countries have done their national thing they will 
come together am produce on a denoctratic basis what has been thought 
of on a technical basis. 
Furthermore, there are regional systems, like INFOPLAN around CEPAL 
in six latinamerican countries, which produced a PLANINDEX in 1979. 
There is CARISPLAN relating to six countries in the Caritbean, which 
produces AB.STRACI'S (of developnent literature). Am then there is 
PADIS, a maxi-technical network of Africa, which startet PADIS/DEV, 
the DEVSIS-phenomenon for Africa, in 1980; you have seen the DEVINDEX 
Africa today. - In Asia there isn't anything of this type yet, b.lt 
a certain network is going to be put up this year or next year, and 
there has been a meeti!XJ in O:>lombo to discuss the possiblilities 
for the future; sanething is most likely to come up for Asia and South-
east Asia. In ESCAP there has been produced some service in relevance 
to developnent literature. - In the Middle East, though the political 
situation is difficult, some things have been solved, concerning ECWA. 
As far as the UN is ooncerned, they have established a developnent 
information system which is producing development information abstracts 
(DIESA/DIS) .- Stopping to talk here I ilTI prepared to answer any 
questions.that may arise concerning all these projects. 

4.2 Demonstration of MINISIS 

The second half of the day was taken by an introductory 
lecture on MINISIS plus practical demonstration of the 
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